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John Nelson Holloway (“the Plaintiff”) has made application by way of 

Plaint No. 9/023 (“the Plaint”) against Harold Robert Ducasse (“the 

Defendant”) for forfeiture of Prospecting Licence 51/2398 (“P 51/2398”).   

 

The Plaintiff alleges in the Plaint that the Defendant “has not paid rent on 

(sic – the) tenement, is in breach of expenditure conditions, has not 

lodged an application for exemption and a visual inspection confirms that 

no work has been undertaken in the expenditure year ended” 31 October 

2002 (“the 2002 Expenditure Year”) on P 51/2398. 

 

The Defendant has filed a Notice of Defence claiming the following 

grounds of defence:  

 “1) Rent has been paid on P 51/2398 …. on 14/1/2003. 

2) Expenditure has been supplied to Minerals & Energy 

Department for year ending 31/10/2002 on P 51/2398. 

3) Work has been done by myself on land.” 

 

By letter dated 21 February 2003, the Mining Registrar informed the 

Defendant that the Plaint would be heard in the Meekatharra Wardens 

Court on 1 May 2003.  The letter was sent to the address supplied by the 

Defendant in his Notice of Defence dated 17 February 2003, and I am 

satisfied that the Defendant received notice of the hearing of this matter.  

The Defendant did not appear at the hearing which proceeded in his 

absence on 1 May 2003. 

 

The Mining Registrar informed the court during the hearing that a check 

of the Department’s records indicated that rent owing on P 51/2398 had 

not been paid as at the date of the hearing.  Furthermore an application 
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for exemption from expenditure conditions for the 2002 Expenditure 

Year had not been lodged. 

   

Section 50 of the Mining Act (WA) 1978 (“the Act”) provides that the 

“holder” of a prospecting licence “shall comply with the prescribed 

expenditure conditions relating thereto unless in accordance with this Act 

total or partial exemption therefrom is granted.”  The prescribed 

expenditure conditions on P 51/02398 require an annual expenditure on 

the tenement of $8,000: reg 15 of the Mining Regulations 1981 (“the 

Regulations”).   

 

By section 102 of the Act, the “holder” of a prospecting licence may 

apply for exemption from the expenditure conditions on the tenement, 

and reg 54(1a) of the Regulations provides that any such application be 

made within 60 days “after the end of the year to which the proposed 

exemption relates”.  However, this time period may on application by the 

holder of a prospecting licence be extended by the warden: reg 104.  The 

Defendant has not made application for exemption from the expenditure 

conditions on P 51/02398 within the prescribed time, or at all.  

 

By section 51 of the Act, the “holder” of a prospecting licence is to “file 

or cause to be filed” with the Department a report - being a Form 5 - of 

all work done and “money expended in connection with, prospecting” on 

the area of the licence over a prescribed period.  Insofar as is relevant 

here the prescribed period is the 12 month period ending on 31 October 

2002, that is the 2002 Expenditure Year.    

 

Any person may make application for the forfeiture of a prospecting 

licence under section 96 of the Act.  And an order for forfeiture may be 
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made by the warden if any condition to which the prospecting licence is 

subject has not been complied with and the warden is satisfied that the 

non compliance is “in a material respect and that the matter is of 

sufficient gravity to justify the forfeiture of the mining tenement”: section 

96(2).  Alternatively, if forfeiture is not ordered, then a warden “as (she) 

thinks fit in the circumstances of the case” may order that a penalty of up 

to $5,000 be imposed on the tenement holder: section 96(3) of the Act.     

 

The Plaintiff put three documents into evidence - being a tengraph map of       

P 51/2398 produced by the Department of Industry and Resources, a copy 

of a Mineral and Petroleum Resources Tenement Details Report for P 

51/2398 dated 19 February 2003, and a certified copy of the Form 5 for 

the 2002 Expenditure Year for P 51/2398.   

 

The Tenement Details Report shows that the Defendant has been the 

holder of P 51/2398 since 1 November 2001 and that he was required to 

make minimum expenditure of $8,000 on the tenement over the 2002 

Expenditure Year.   The Form 5 indicates that the actual total expenditure 

incurred by the Defendant on P 51/2398 was $6,000 in the 2002 

Expenditure Year.  In other words, as disclosed in the Form 5, 

expenditure by the Defendant was $2,000 short of that required under the 

minimum expenditure conditions on P 51/2398. 

 

The expenditure of $6,000 disclosed on the Form 5 is made up of several 

components.  The first is $4,500 of metal detecting, detailed as 30 days at 

$150 per day; and the second is $1500 for “Field supplies (food 

consumables, etc)”.  No details are provided of the field supplies.   
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The Plaintiff challenges the sums claimed on the Form 5 and says that 

although he passes by and through the area of P 51/2398 nearly every day 

he has never seen anyone prospecting on the tenement.  The Plaintiff 

called a witness, Adrian Rees, who gave evidence in support of the 

Plaintiff’s assertion that there had been no activity on the tenement.  Mr 

Rees told the court that he is an amateur prospector who spends his time 

prospecting in the general area of P 51/02398 and has done so about three 

to five times per week for about 18 months.  Mr Rees says that he 

prospects on P 51/2452 which is a “vacant block” set in the middle of P 

51/2398.  He says that he walks across P 51/2398 to get to his home, or to 

go to the roadhouse, from the area where he prospects.  Mr Rees says that 

he has never seen any work being carried out on P 51/2398, nor has he 

seen: 

“any indications of work on the land. There’s been no people there 

present at any time I’ve been there.  I’ve camped out up to 4 weeks 

at a time on there.”   

 

Mr Rees told the court that you would see chain marks and holes on the 

tenement if someone was present and prospecting.  When asked about the 

topography of the land, Mr Rees admitted that at least part of the land 

was undulating and that his vision over the tenement was from any one 

part of the tenement impeded by the lie of the land.   

 

In any event, the Plaintiff submits, the Defendant has incurred a shortfall 

of $2,000 on his own admission in the expenditure disclosed in the Form 

5, and therefore P 51/2398 should be forfeited.   

 

The scheme of the Act is such that it encourages persons to plaint a 

tenement holder who does not comply with the conditions of the 
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tenement.  Such policy is designed to encourage tenement holders to 

explore and develop land allocated to them, or else risk forfeiture of that 

land.   

 

In this case the Defendant has not complied with the expenditure 

conditions on P 51/2398.  Rather the expenditure incurred in the 2002 

Expenditure Year was at least $2,000 short of the sum required under the 

minimum expenditure conditions on the tenement.  The Plaintiff says this 

shortfall is even greater and disputes the sums disclosed in the Form 5.  

However the Plaintiff has not had an opportunity to directly challenge the 

Defendant about his spending on P 51/2398 as the Defendant failed to 

appear at the hearing of the Plaint.   

 

In my view the disclosed underspending is significant and is exacerbated 

by the Defendant’s lack of interest in defending his tenement. I consider 

the shortfall to be material and of sufficient gravity to justify the 

forfeiture of Prospecting Licence 51/2398, and I order accordingly.       
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